5th Grade

Weekly Newsletter:


10th -14th February 2019

Dear Parents,
We trust that you’re well. Herewith find our, weekly plan , aero standards , and
some helpful tips and anchor charts to help with extra practice.

Important dates/Information:
● 12th February - Sports Day

Weekly Plan and Standards:

Math:  NF1- Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed
numbers) by replacing given fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to
produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with like denominators.

This week we will continue to:

● Add and subtract mixed fractions, with unlike denominators using word
problems.

Tips:


Make use of the following sample questions, steps, anchor charts, hyperlinks and
book notes from week 20 (3rd-7th)
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pynfj2bYRms&t=378s

Examples:

Tom completed 1 94 crosswords on Friday and 1 32 crosswords on Sunday. In total, what fraction of these
crosswords did Tom finish?
Fred has 1 51 week's worth of pay in a wallet and 2 43 week's of pay in the bank. How many more weeks of pay does
Fred have stored in the bank?

Reading: Determining the meaning of unknown words and phrases as they are
used in a text (figurative vs. literal meanings of words and phrases)

This week we will continue:

● Infer the meaning of figurative phrases by referencing details and asking what did
the author want the reader to visualize by answering a series of multiple choice
questions based on unseen poems.

Tips: Make use of the following anchor charts and class notes to revise concepts.

Social Studies:
This week we will:
● Complete Project Citizen presentations and reflection essays.
Tips: Please review all tri-folds and PowerPoints for errors and make use of the rubrics
provided in class to ensure your child's project has everything required.

Writing/ELA: Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, description, and

pacing, to develop experiences and events or show the responses of character situations.

This week we will continue with:
● Dialogue writing

Tips: Make use of class notes and the following anchor charts and pictures to revise the

rules and concepts discussed in class

5th Grade teachers,
Ms La-eeqah, Ms Lya, Mr Johandre, Ms Abida, Ms Bianca, Ms Louise and Mr
Trevor.

